
 

 
Fox Henry Frazier of Los Angeles, California, 

Is Chosen Winner of Bright Hill's Poetry Book Award  
by Vermont Poet Laureate Chard deNiord 

 
Chard deNiord, awards juror for Bright Hill Press's 21st annual Poetry Award, has selected Fox Henry 
Frazier’s The Hydromantic Histories as winner. Frazier’s book will be published in the late spring of 2015, and her 
book launch will be at Bright Hill in June; she will be introduced by deNiord, who will also read from his own 
work. 
 
Fox Henry Frazier’s chapbook Exodus in X Minor won the 2014 Sundress Publications Chapbook Contest. She 
is Managing Editor at Ricochet Editions, and has served as Poetry Editor of Gold Line Press. She is currently 
editing two anthologies: one of American political poetry (Sundress Publications, 2016), and one of critical 
writing on aesthetics, titled Among Margins (Ricochet Editions, 2016). Frazier was graduated Phi Beta Kappa 
from Binghamton University, received her MFA from Columbia University, and is currently a Provost's Fellow 
and PhD candidate in the Literature & Creative Writing Department at the University of Southern California. 
 
 
      

 
 
The Hydromantic Histories as a rare first book with the lyrical efficacy and poetic vision to, as Ralph Waldo 
Emerson commented about the vatic role of poetry in general in his essay ‘The American Scholar,’ ‘revive 
and lead in a new age.’”  

—Chard DeNiord, Poet Laureate of Vermont 
  
 

“Fox Henry Frazier casts a spell in her stunning first book of 
poetry, The Hydromantic Histories. Divining both broken music 
and memorable speech from the waters of her grief and desire, 
her initiation into the mysteries of Vodou, and her remarkably 
innovative language, Frazier writes with a sacerdotal eloquence 
that arcs luminously, hauntingly, between the conceits of her 
Vodou and Christian hagiography and her gripping witness to 
scenes of loss and abuse. Frazier has been hurt into a poetry in 
which her ‘harmonies weave after/ mourn/ identify/ find the 
elusive thicket in which the every-/ where of this/ ceases.’ 
Although one hears echoes of Gerard Manley Hopkins and 
Sylvia Plath in her poems, they are all hers, devotional and 
profane, elaborate and plain, scattered and linear, erotic and 
prayerful, fleeting, and permanent. The Hydromantic Histories is a 
paradoxical wilderness comprised of duende and chaos within the 
confines of masterful artifice. ‘The language of loss is ultimately 
elusive,’ repeats the voice between the lines of these poems. 
This awareness instills Fox Henry Frazier with the gift bestowed 
to strong poets, namely the talent to renew and shape language 
with an abandon that is also exquisitely crafted. I welcome  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

More Praise for The Hydromant i c  Histor i e s : 
 

“How excellent to have in the feral and ferocious universe funked up patron saints who will 
concern themselves with everything from the absorption of celestial matter into form and 
form how the page becomes an altar for a too-scattered consciousness. But in this case the 
brain that ranges wider than the sky has the right of it: in sound and architecture of language 
may you find the map through the minefield, the mind felled, mined and felt. Fox, you sly 
Henry Frazier, feel me and full me.” 

—Kazim Ali 
  
 
“Are you ready for ‘a new kind of snake in the chest’? For the violence and dazzle of 
apotheosis? For plenty of troubling--and beautiful--saint-on-saint action? Here comes Fox 
Henry Frazier's The Hydromantic Histories, a book possessed of a diction lush and spiked, 
spoken to a deep-running cast of martyrs, lovers, makers, and destroyers, and built upon the 
holiness of a whirlwind lyric ‘I.’ Look out, reader: the speaker of these poems wants you ‘in 
pieces/the size of//Babylon.’ 

—Josh Bell, author of No Planets Strike 
 
 


